Abstract Migration and mobility have had a profound influence on the global HIV epidemic. We propose a network-dyadic conceptual model to interpret previous literature and inform the development of future research with respect to study design, measurement methods, and analytic approach. In this model, HIV transmission is driven by risk behaviors of migrants that emerges and is enabled by mobility, the bridging of sub-epidemics across space and time, and the displacement effects on the primary residential sending community for migrants. To investigate these causal pathways, empirical study designs must measure the relative timing of migratory events, sexual risk behaviors, and incident HIV infections. Network-based mathematical models using empirical data on partnerships help gain insight into the dynamic disease transmission systems. Although the network-dyadic conceptual model and related network methods may not address all questions related to migration and HIV, they provide a unified approach for future research on this important topic.
Introduction
The collapse of geographical space over the last 200 years has had profound effects on the circulation of human populations and thus has been a key driver of infectious diseases across time and space [1] . Migration and migrants specifically have had a significant role in the history of the global HIV pandemic. In 2008, the Joint United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS identified migrants as one of the most vulnerable groups to HIV infection and its consequences [2] .
HIV is one of the most devastating disease epidemics, with over 34 million people worldwide currently living with HIV, and AIDS has been responsible for more than 25 million deaths since first recognized in 1981 [3] . This is a critical time for HIV prevention and treatment: incidence has declined in many countries, tools for clinical management of disease have improved, and the numbers of those on treatment have subsequently increased. Many new effective prevention tools are now available, including early initiation of antiretroviral therapy to suppress HIV viral load, oral and microbicidal prophylaxis, male circumcision, and even structural microfinance programs [4] . Yet, there are many unresolved empirical questions concerning the drivers of HIV transmission within and across populations that may help explain disease disparities.
Migration and mobility have been foci of HIV disparities research since the beginning of the epidemic [5] . Migrants not only exhibit higher risk for acquisition of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections than nonmigrants, but disproportionately transmit those infections to others [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Population migration was a significant determinant of the spread of HIV in countries with large generalized epidemics, including Kenya [6] , South Africa [10] , Uganda [13] , and Zimbabwe [14] . Circular migration in particular can catalyze HIV transmission rates in the home region, as migrants are more likely than nonmigrants to engage in risky sexual behaviors, become infected with HIV while away, and return home to infect their at-home partners [15] . This is a form of concurrency if the migrant had an ongoing partnership at home, a network phenomenon of having two or more overlapping partnerships [16] , suggested by some [17, 18] but not all [19] to impact generalized HIV epidemics.
Migration and HIV studies are subject to many methodological and measurement challenges in part because there are many forms of migration, from short-term circular labor migration to lifetime rural to urban migratory patterns [20, 21] . Consequently, our understanding of the etiologic impact of migration on HIV risk is mixed, has evolved with the changing epidemic stage, and depends on social context and measurement methods across studies [20, 22, 23] .
Our aim is to present a framework to help organize a complex and varied research literature on migration and HIV. In this paper, we propose a network-dyadic model to frame the conceptualization, design, measurement, and analysis of the role of migration on HIV. This model theorizes a disease transmission process occurring within a series of potentially overlapping, concurrent sexual dyads drawn from a network of potential partners, and entrance and exit from that network through migration. This paper is not a systematic review of the empirical literature; two recent articles that qualitatively synthesized the literature [20, 24] find that measures have been too varied to provide a meta-analytic summary. In this review, we begin by outlining our model with application to causal pathways. Next, we discuss how study design and measurement methods can address model components, and finally, suggest how mathematical models may help gain insight into the complex relationships between migration and HIV at the levels of individuals, dyads, networks, and populations.
Models, Pathways, and Hypotheses
Migration can be associated with disease in many ways, but the aim of most empirical research is causal inference on that relationship. Underlying that is some hypothesized mechanism or pathway by which migration directly or indirectly causes infection. That pathway is often motivated by a larger conceptual model that incorporates units or levels for analysis. Here we propose a network-dyadic model unifying several commonly proposed causal pathways motivating research on migration and HIV.
Conceptual Models
Conceptual models link theories of causation to specific causal pathways of interest. Models can represent formal motivating theories (often in the social sciences), but may be informal heuristic tools for causal propositions (common in epidemiology). Models typically visualize the structural framework of causal pathways by depicting the different ''levels'' of analysis [25, 26] . Because they facilitate complex multi-level processes in which individuals are embedded within geographic or other aggregate units, models play an important role in migration research.
In Fig. 1 , we provide a conceptual model for the impact of migration on HIV infection in which infection occurs within a nested network-dyadic process. The four structural levels are the index individual, the sexual partner dyad comprised of two individuals, the sexual network from which dyads arise, and the population generating the network. The borders of these levels are dotted to indicate that they are porous. Demographic transition processes are indicated by slanted orange boxes, and the main epidemiological transition in blue.
Sexual network processes are structured and dynamic, with dyads forming and dissolving conditional on individual attributes (e.g., heterosexual preference) and higherorder network properties (e.g., availability of potential partners). In the Figure, an index enters into the dyad state through the dyad formation process; infection occurs only within that dyad, which may subsequently dissolve into two indexes again. For disease, dyads start in one of three states: both partners infected, both uninfected, or serodiscordant (only one partner infected). In the second state, a new infection of one or both members may occur only if one of the members forms a new dyad with an outside infected index before that first partnership dissolves (i.e., concurrency). The bidirectional arrow between the index and the dyad formation process signifies that new dyads may be formed with concurrent partners before the dissolution of any dyads established earlier. In the third, serodiscordant state, infection of the negative partner may occur either through concurrency or by direct transmission within the original dyad. An example of the latter is chained serial monogamy of one or both partners; if both partners are monogamous within a partnership then one of them must be infected at the dyad formation for any disease transmission to become possible. This therefore limits any transmission from partners established later to those earlier: this backward path of infection is a core transmission catalyst of concurrency [27] . In either case of the starting dyad state, infection only occurs between dyad formation and dissolution.
Migration enters onto this process by adding new individuals into the network, and may also cause dyad dissolution when one partner leaves the network. Of significance are the traits of the in-migrants relative to the existing network: high-risk migrants may bring disease into a lowrisk network, or a high-risk network with risk attrition through disease-related mortality may experience a reduction in the average risk level through migration [28] . Mobility may expand the size of the network when an individual travels to another region and forms a new partnership that bridges previously unconnected components of the population [29] . Thus, migration can refer both to demographic migration, in which people geographically change residences, and also network migration, which occurs when individuals enter into a network of available sexual partners from a larger global population. Often the two are intrinsically linked in network-based HIV research.
Causal Pathways
Given the general conceptual model, causal pathways may be visualized using directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) [30] . In DAGs, nodes connected by a directed line represent a specific causal hypothesis that the sending node (exposure) causes the receiving node (infection). All factors that may bias the direct causal association must be included; confounders are represented as common causes of both exposure and outcome. Complex time-dependent causal pathways must be diagramed without feedback loops (hence, acyclic) by partitioning nodes into time-specific components.
Our conceptual model is consistent with any number of DAGs, and Fig. 2 illustrates one etiologic pathway in which concurrency occurs within a stable, long-term dyad. In this DAG, both dyad members are uninfected at baseline. A standard study would recruit one member of the dyad, and that person is designated as the index. However, the dyadic infection risk is of interest under the conceptual model, so both index and partner must be represented. Thus, this particular DAG illustrates the following hypothesized chain of events. The partner's travel causes him to form a concurrent partnership with another person, and both travel and that partnership formation are influenced by his general risk profile (e.g., a propensity to engage in risky behavior). The secondary partnership increases the risk of the partner's infection, which in turn increases the infection risk to the index. Also, the partner's mobility causes the index to adopt new risk behaviors, which then occurs by sexual activity with her own secondary partner. Thus, the partner's travel may be both a direct and indirect source of infection risk to the at-home index.
For simplicity, this DAG aggregates a large set of behavioral risk variables into profiles and does not refer to circular migration. Yet this basic structure highlights the complexities of causal inference under a network conceptual model. Needed are both exposure measurements in which the index is asked about some features of her partner's behavior, and also sophisticated statistical analysis methods that distinguish the indirect effects of partner concurrency from the direct effects of index concurrency [31] . The study design must differentiate prevalent from incident infection, determine the temporal relation between migration and concurrency, and distinguish the direct individual versus the indirect dyadic effects. Finally, another DAG entirely would be needed to represent the situation where a migrant is at high risk of infection through serial monogamy.
Network Pathways for Migration and HIV
Having considered this framework, we now suggest three pathways consistent with our conceptual model. First, the intrinsic risk pathway posits that mobile persons are at higher risk of infection due to some mechanism independently causing disease exposure and outcome. This was found in early HIV studies among truck drivers in East Africa: psychosocial properties (e.g., a risk profile) and demographic characteristics (e.g., ethnicity) influenced both labor migration and high-risk sexual relations [5] . This may drive transmission both in the context of concurrency and serial monogamy with high partnership turnover. In some cases, this intrinsic risk may be a confounder causing both exposure and outcome, and controlling for risk would provide an unbiased causal effect of migration on disease. We call this the selection mechanism, and it is currently represented in Fig. 2 . In other cases, that risk may be a mediator: the act of travel facilitates that risk behavior by creating opportunities for it. We call this the enabling mechanism, and in Fig. 2 , would require placing the partner risk profile intermediate between travel and concurrency. Controlling for it would estimate the impact of travel on HIV above the effect of that mechanism. It should also be noted that reverse causation is possible, wherein HIV infection induces migration to seek medical care or social support, or because of marital dissolution [32] .
Second, the bridging pathway asserts that migrants link otherwise distinct sub-populations. Whereas the intrinsic risk pathway concerns the risk to the migrant, this pathway addresses the downstream effects to the migrant's contacts and can accommodate consequences of HIV-induced migration [32] . This pathway may help explain the population-level changes in HIV prevalence in rural versus urban areas in South Africa through circular migration [33] . The circular migration hypothesis more generally is that rural residents travel for work to an urban area with higher HIV prevalence, become infected there, and bring back infection to their lower prevalence village [34] . Network bridging may also manifest in risk behaviors themselves when there is a diffusion of behavioral norms [35] . Overall, the bridging pathway concerns a macro-level effect resulting from microlevel behaviors; these patterns are difficult to estimate through individual-level studies. Required is either a mathematical model or a longitudinal linked-dyad study [36] .
Third, the community displacement pathway concerns the sexual network structure in a sending community with significant out-migration, wherein the temporary removal of circular migrants increases the risk behaviors of those remaining. The mediated pathway in Fig. 2 illustrates this: the partner's travel influences the risk behavior of the index. In Tanzania, the separation of couples through travel or bilocational housing increased the risk behavior of the stay-at-home spouse [21] . Out-migration can also impact the broader network structure by creating a sex ratio imbalance [37] .
These three pathways are commonly embedded in research implicitly motivated by the network conceptual model linking mobility to risk behavior to disease. As a starting point, it may be helpful to consider the reasons driving the migratory process: The intrinsic risk pathways may hold for many types of migration, but the mechanism behind it may differ by why migration occurs. The selection mechanism would be appropriate for voluntary migrants, while the enabling mechanism could explain heightened risk for ''forced'' or ''pushed'' migrants, such as those who migrate due to major socio-political or environmental forces. There are many other such models and different associated pathways. The point of this section was to highlight the process by which causal theory may be translated into testable hypotheses given alternative explanations for associations in the data.
Study Designs
In order to test pathways linking migration and HIV, study designs must capture individual, dyadic, and network features of the population. Here we review how study designs are able to ascertain different components of the model, and how each design is limited.
Cross-Sectional Methods
Cross-sectional studies are the most common, and the main strength of these studies is their common use of populationbased sampling in order to make generalizable inference that many longitudinal studies cannot. Yet they are limited in estimating causal pathways of migration and HIV. Timeframe of measurements must be precise in order to align exposure with outcome. They suffer from lengthbiased sampling, in which the exposure of interest may be related not to disease incidence but to disease duration [38] . Yet many compelling cross-sectional studies highlight critical components of the network-dyadic conceptual model of migration and HIV, such as the role of sending and receiving population characteristics, differences by sex, and social support [14, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
Cross-sectional studies have identified key characteristics that moderate or mediate the relationship between migration and HIV risk, but the direction and size of these effects differ significantly across studies. For instance, a number of cross-sectional studies demonstrate that residential context matters-where migrants move from, where they move to, and why they move-but no clear patterns emerge. HIV risk varies for migrants originating from and traveling to rural or urban areas [40] [41] [42] , from areas with high levels of poverty [39] , with different reasons to move [14] , and with different levels of social support [43] . These are individual, dyadic, and network characteristics that influence the relationship between migration and HIV risk. Of course, many large scale migratory patterns are driven by higher level socio-political, economic, or environmental factors. The relationship between HIV risk and migrants that move for these reasons may be different and require unique consideration [44] .
Many cross-sectional studies test how sex moderates the relationship between migration and HIV, although these findings have been far from harmonious as well. A number of studies find mobility associated with HIV risk for women but not men [45] [46] [47] . On the other hand, the associations between mobility and risk may be greater for men than women in some settings [48] , and may depend on additional factors such as rural or urban context [6] . Thus cross-sectional studies are useful in identifying critical components of the migration and HIV conceptual framework, but conflicting results may arise due to omitted variable bias and endogeneity, or improper alignment of exposure and outcome variables.
A number of cross-sectional studies demonstrate that the timing, frequency, and duration of mobility influence the relationship between migration and HIV risk. Risk of HIV infection and risk behaviors increase with more time away from home [48] and number of times traveled [43] , potentially due to risk behavior associated with a timedependent acculturation or acclimation process to the receiving sexual network. Indeed, the relationship between mobility and HIV risk may be non-linear; among adult men in Zimbabwe, each additional overnight trip away from home was associated with a higher probability of concurrency, but with a diminishing rate of increase after a threshold of five trips per month [49] . Timing of the study relative to the course of the epidemic will influence results as well [22] . If the network bridging pathway holds then at some point there may be a state of equilibrium between HIV prevalence in the linked communities and migration would no longer be a risk factor from exposure to a high prevalence network.
Novel Cross-Sectional Methods
Testing causal pathways requires correctly assessing the timing of exposure and outcomes. Although cross-sectional studies may not be able to explicitly align exposure and outcome, there are a number of techniques that can directly or indirectly assess timing. Cross-sectional studies with retrospective measurement can assess timing, frequency, and duration of travel as well as sexual partnership characteristics, but with potential for recall bias. Event-history techniques can minimize recall bias by anchoring events in time and allow interviewers to check for and reconcile inconsistencies in reports [50] . Egocentric sampling techniques can be used to measure data on recent sexual partnerships without recruiting partners. With this approach, subjects recall one or more recent sexual partners and describe partners' attributes. Additional questions about sexual activity (date of first and last sex), partnership behavior, frequency of sex acts and condom use are asked [51] .
Cross-sectional studies that recruit partners can test dyad-level processes such as the community displacement pathway [14, 21, 47, 49, 52] . At a dyad level, migration can lead to increased HIV risk for the stay-at-home partner of a migrant directly through his or her own actions or indirectly through exposure to the returning migrant. Due to differences in populations, study design, and measurement, results range from no evidence of increased risk among partners of migrants [47] , to increased risk for female partners of male migrants [10, 21] , increased risk for male partners of female migrants [36] , or even a protective effect associated with being separated from one's spouse [14, 49] .
Longitudinal Studies
Longitudinal studies can overcome many of the challenges of cross-sectional studies by more precisely measuring when exposures occurred relative to outcome infections. But these studies are subject to several limitations: selection bias, informative censoring due to migration, as well as high cost. For these reasons, there have not been many longitudinal studies of migration and HIV risk. One such longitudinal study in Tanzania, however, found increased risky sexual behavior as well as HIV prevalence among mobile women, and also among risk behaviors and HIV prevalence for husbands of long-term mobile women [36] . This study used data from three survey rounds and thus was able to measure HIV incidence, but were still unable to align mobility episodes with HIV infection in order to explicitly test for causal pathways because the surveys were conducted 2-3 years apart. Therefore, their findings could be due to long-term female mobility among married women as a consequence of a troubled marriage or husband's infidelity.
Longitudinal studies can test competing hypotheses under the intrinsic risk pathway: is increased risk associated with migration due to a selection or enabling effect, both, or neither? In a cohort study in Zimbabwe enrolling HIV-uninfected migrants and non-migrants at baseline that followed them over time to track incident infections [22] , there was no association between out-migration and incident HIV infection. This implies no support for either the selection or the enabling hypotheses. However, the investigators were challenged by tracking out-migrants and experienced a high loss to follow-up (36 % of out-migrants with known destinations were found and interviewed). This selection bias may be one reason for no association; risktaking migrants may have been harder to find, or migrants living with relatives for support-and thus less likely to engage in high-risk behaviors [43] -were easier to retain in the study. In general, informative censoring with loss to follow-up due to migration-related study withdrawal is key consideration for longitudinal studies.
Longitudinal studies can also test whether HIV infection precedes migration. A recent study using panel data from Malawi first found that, indeed, migrants exhibited higher HIV risk behavior and were significantly more likely to be HIV-infected than non-migrants. However, in contrast to the common assumption that migration precedes HIV infection, HIV-infected individuals were significantly more likely to migrate over time than HIV-uninfected individuals, and marital dissolution may be fueling migration for HIV-infected individuals [32] .
Other Designs
Qualitative and mixed-methods study designs could inform a deeper understanding of the context of migration and HIV, lead to further hypothesis development within the network-dyadic conceptual model. Few qualitative studies have addressed migration and HIV in sub-Saharan Africa [53] [54] [55] . Qualitative studies will be very useful to discern qualities of sending and receiving networks that moderate or exacerbate relationship between mobility and HIV risk. Maasai migrants in Nairobi, Kenya, for example, did not exhibit increased sexual risk behavior despite very low knowledge of and access to condoms [55] . In-depth qualitative analyses suggested that Maasai migrants regulated their behavior (e.g., partner selection) in a unique way that reflected knowledge of HIV. Overall, qualitative studies can provide useful insights into new causal pathways consistent with the network-dyadic model, as well as inform the interpretation with already studied pathways.
Ecological studies examine the health of populations, not individuals, and may potentially test the bridging pathway hypothesis. Indeed, in-migration at a population level was associated with HIV prevalence in a number of countries in sub-Saharan Africa, but mostly before the year 2000 [23] . Migration appears to explain HIV variance across countries with expanding epidemics but less in countries with stabilized epidemics, which supports the bridging pathway. These types of analyses must be careful to avoid the ecological fallacy; two measures correlated at the populationlevel do not imply correlation at the individual level. Modelers have to be careful in selecting outcomes that avoid this fallacy. In a recent paper, Kenyon et al. [56] demonstrate how spurious associations may be drawn, and existing associations missed, when outcome measures are incorrectly chosen; in particular, they argue that peak HIV prevalence as an outcome might be better in avoiding bias due to time of introduction of the virus, than HIV prevalence.
Moreover, the bias from such ecological fallacies may be substantial when the aggregate units are large, since there are so many potential confounding factors [57] . A persistent limitation in all these study designs is their general micro-level focus at either the individual or dyadic level, whereas infectious disease transmission occurs within a dependent feedback system in which incidence rates are a function of current prevalence [58] . Additionally, an atomistic fallacy, in which an individual's disease risk is assumed to solely be a function of his own behaviors or traits, is more pervasive in this literature on macro-level processes like migration [59] , and effects of these fallacies are possibly magnified in infection transmission systems with non-linear dynamics such as HIV [58] .
Measurement Methods
What is the best way to conceptualize and measure migration as it relates to HIV risk within a network framework? Challenges of measurement exist regardless of study design. No clear and consistent measures of migration have been used across studies, and contradictory findings are due in part to these inconsistencies [20] . Nonetheless, calling for a strict definition would be counterproductive since migration manifests itself in numerous ways, and the type of movement is typically related to social and epidemiologic context and reasons for move. Rather, we need to acknowledge common challenges in measurement, identify intersecting components of migration measurement, and then build upon this knowledge to conceptualize and measure migration in specific contexts.
The three major methodological issues in trying to conceptualize and measure migration in relation to HIV risk are: what is the appropriate time frame, what is the appropriate spatial scale, and what is the appropriate definition of and way to capture sending and receiving network characteristics? We focus on the measurement of migration, but of course there are methodological challenges to measuring both HIV/STI [56] and sexual risk behavior [60] . An in-depth discussion of these measures is beyond the scope of this paper.
Migration is typically a continuous, repeated process rather than a single event. Thus the timing of migration in relation to past migration is significant; the first time an individual migrates, for example leaving a family home, is very different than subsequent migrations and may be linked to different risk exposure. Timing of migration in relation to other social, demographic, and epidemiologic processes is important as well, and the effect of migration on HIV risk may be long-lasting or cumulative over time. People move continuously, so which spatial scale defines migration as a risk exposure to HIV? Many studies simply define migration as sleeping outside of one's home (e.g., [36] , but geographic distance from home may alter risk. In the U.S., intra-city mobility between different neighborhoods significantly impacts risk behaviors and HIV infection [61] , thus greater geographic distance from home may not directly translate to greater HIV risk.
Most often, measures of migration are based on some measureable characteristic of movement in time and space (see Table 1 ). Migration has been conceptualized as a function of how often an individual traveled or moved residences in a set time frame [23, 36, 45, 47, 49] , how long a migrant was away from home [14, 62] , geographic space [63] , or a combination of these concepts to identify categories of migrants [36, 46] . These measures capture spatio-temporal movement, and the potential magnitude of exposure. Each method is subject to biases (mentioned in Table 1 ), but more importantly, these measures do not capture the quality of exposure. For instance, if an individual migrates to a particular destination and exhibits high sexual risk behavior, no association between migration and HIV infection would be found if there was no HIV at the destination. Migration is not only the geographical movement of persons from one country or locality to another, but movement within and between social and sexual networks. Migration influences the formation and dissolution of ties in a network, and thus network structure. But the characteristics of those networks inform HIV risk as well. The process of conceptualizing and measuring migration must consider how to define the networks that a migrant is linked to, and what individual, dyadic, and network characteristics are the most salient regarding HIV risk. Fewer studies define mobility in these terms [20] , listed in the second section of Table 1 .
The network-dyadic conceptual model considers individuals in partnerships formed within networks. Measures of migration must address each of these levels. Individual socio-demographic characteristics of migrants that are hypothesized to influence the relationship between migration and HIV need to be measured, such as age and sex. Other social and behavioral characteristics such as previous migration or reason to move may moderate the relationship; for instance, risk associated with migration for marriage is most likely different than looking for a job [14, 22] . Dyadic level measures originate from the same foundational characteristics, but expressing these terms as dyadic level variables can be challenging. One must now consider direct exposure (individual) and indirect exposure (partner), as well as the complex timing of direct and indirect exposure related to risk behavior or HIV infection. Lastly, risk is not always contained in a closed dyad and measures must account for exposure outside of primary partnerships [17] .
It is important to consider three categories of sending and receiving network characteristics for the study of migration and HIV risk: compositional, contextual, and collective. Compositional explanations refer to characteristics of individuals in a network; contextual explanations refer to opportunity structures in the local physical and social environment; and collective explanations refer to socio-cultural and historical features of communities [64] . HIV prevalence or sex ratios in a network are compositional characteristics that influence HIV risk associated with migration to that network. Ability to access health care is an example of a contextual characteristic. Lastly, collective explanations emphasize the importance of shared norms, traditions, and values as they may influence potential associations between migration and HIV, including issues such as availability of social support, history of migration, and potential for migrant assimilation and acculturation (or lack thereof) [20] . Additionally, network characteristics are clearly tied with reason for migration. For example, networks of environmental refugees or other ''forced'' migrants will have different compositional, contextual, and collective characteristics than those of voluntary migrants. These characteristics will clarify the level of risk associated with migration and sexual risk behavior within a network.
Analysis and Mathematical Modeling
The network-dyadic model for migration and HIV implies complex causal pathways, measurement methods, and study designs. The same is true for analytic methods, since standard regression methods correlating individual-level exposures and outcomes may not estimate causal effects of interest. One issue is the dependent spatio-temporal data structure, in which there is clustering of observations within areas or time intervals. Another issue is complex mediated pathways, in which the act of migration is just one step in a series of events that ultimately leads to infection, or infection is just one of many events that lead to migration [65] . Since many tools for statistical analysis of dependent observations and mediated pathways are available, we focus instead on a quantitative method that has received less attention: the network-based mathematical modeling of epidemic transmission dynamics.
Statistical analyses typically estimate summary measures and their uncertainty from the data given a modeling framework characterized by a probability distribution. The goal is inference to a broader data generating process. Mathematical models, in contrast, start with parameters (which may be estimated from data) that are fed into a dynamic mathematical system in which the disease incidence rates are a function of those parameters and evolving epidemic states. Populations are usually subdivided into groups based on their risk profile, demographic traits, and other features thought to play an important role in population-level transmission [66] [67] [68] . For migration models, the spatial structure of the subpopulations is a key feature. Mathematical models of HIV transmission dynamics are most often used for two main purposes: (1) to form and reform hypotheses, such as what determinants of transmission lead to or sustain disparities, using a number of hypothetical model scenarios, and (2) for public health planning, such as evaluating the potential impact of a prevention intervention [69] .
To date, mathematical models of migration and HIV transmission have been of two sorts: static models and deterministic compartmental models. Static models are time-invariant analytic estimations of disease effects from a set of equations representing transmission probabilities and contact structures. Results are often not forecasts, but estimates of a relative risk comparing exposure groups. Lurie et al. [52] , for example, used a static model to find that women partnered with migrant men are twice as likely to be infected from outside their main partnership as AIDS Behav (2014) 18:2302-2313 2309 within. The main limitation of these models is that they treat incidence rates as time-invariant. This simplification may have profound effects for migration processes since the timeframe in which two previously unconnected subpopulations may mix and influence each other's incidence can extend over decades. A common solution is to use deterministic compartmental models. These models use differential equations to model groups as they transition from susceptible to infected states. For HIV, disease is typically modeled as a fourstate process from uninfected, acute stage infection, chronic infection, and AIDS. Compartments are further subdivided by risk and demographics, including geography. For example, Coffee et al. [33] modeled the effect of circular migration among South African labor migrants by including movement between residential and labor areas, and assortative mixing by risk levels, finding that migration impacted HIV transmission largely due to a change in the migrants' behavior, rather than a bridging of two disconnected areas. This model tested the competing evidence for the intrinsic risk pathway versus the bridging pathway. Xiridou et al. [70] investigated whether migration from high-prevalence areas could drive the epidemic potential in low-prevalence areas; they found little evidence for such effect between Africa and the Netherlands because the migrant population was small and the mixing between migrants and natives sparse. Finally, Walker et al. [28] explored how the timing of migration and characteristics of migrants can influence epidemic properties after the peak epidemic prevalence has been reached. In-migration of high-risk persons before the peak prevalence can strongly influence the equilibrium prevalence, since prevalence is driven by the risk behavior of migrants, their influx into new areas, and the impact on existing network structures.
Network-based mathematical models can represent complex behavioral phenomena critical to disease transmission. A robust network modeling method recently has been developed with exponential random graph models (ERGM) [71] [72] [73] with applications to migration. ERGM models stochastically simulate partnership formation and dissolution, and then disease transmission on that partnership network. These models may be parameterized with crosssectional egocentric data, in which persons are randomly sampled and asked characteristics about their partners. ERGM statistical theory allows for a simulation of the complete network based on this data, with dynamics introduced by estimation of average partnership durations. Relevant network predictors may include momentary degree distribution (number of current partnerships), assortative mixing (similarity of partners on certain traits), and higherorder network properties. Onto this, the HIV transmission simulation incorporates HIV features (e.g., stage-specific transmission probabilities) and key bio-behavioral parameters (e.g., coincident STI infections). Importantly, dependence between the partnership and the disease modules is possible, with network structure influencing whom gets infected and disease history determining how partnerships form or dissolve (e.g., through HIV-related mortality).
This ERGM epidemic modeling framework has huge potential for migration-related HIV research. Population bridging may be estimated from empirical data measuring rates of mobility between two areas and numbers of sexual contacts in each. This explicit spatio-temporal network structure allows for testing for threshold levels at which migratory bridging leads to epidemics. Migration-driven concurrency is the key network structure of interest, and may have a dramatic impact on HIV incidence in either of the sending or receiving regions. Khanna et al. [74] have suggested that ERGM-derived network models are wellsuited to represent complex mixing phenomena due to migration over time and space. Pairwise compartmental models have also addressed partnership concurrency and HIV [75] ; these models may be useful for migration and HIV research as well.
While ERGM-derived network models have their clear advantages, mathematical modeling generally can be a useful tool to investigate the complex dependent transmission systems that are invoked in migration-related HIV research. Theoretically, future modeling is needed to provide formal comparisons of modeling approaches discussed here, and substantively, network-based models should incorporate data-derived estimates of migration rates between areas, area-specific contact rates, and other relevant epidemiologic features.
Conclusion
A unified set of measures and study designs does not seem possible for a field as broad as migration and HIV in subSaharan Africa. However, a shared understanding of conceptual issues, common hypotheses, and strengths and weaknesses of study designs and measures to test hypothesis will organize and advance the field. We largely concentrated on the generalized HIV epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa, and thus the general framework is most relevant to the African context. Nevertheless, migration is a dynamic process, and the role of migration in HIV transmission is a non-linear function of individual, dyadic, and network features regardless of context. Network-based epidemic models and other mathematical models are becoming more common in the field, and will be useful to test complex pathways between migration and HIV transmission at multiple scales.
There are many new and important research agendas yet to be explored in the field of migration and HIV. Today the role of migration in the HIV epidemic is qualitatively different than in the past, especially due to the move toward treatment as prevention. Migrants may be a significant population to target for prevention, such as interventions to improve linkage to care and ART adherence. Understanding patterns of migration is essential for HIV surveillance and calculating unbiased population metrics [63, 76, 77] . Lastly, migration patterns may be essential in vaccine development considerations since they predict the distribution of HIV sub-types in sub-Saharan Africa [78] . The tools we reviewed in this paper will help unify future research on migration and HIV risk in sub-Saharan Africa.
